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Abstract 

Breast Cancer is a significant global health challenge, particularly affecting women with higher mortality compared 
with other cancer types. Timely detection of such cancer types is crucial, and recent research, employing deep 
learning techniques, shows promise in earlier detection. The research focuses on the early detection of such tumors 
using mammogram images with deep-learning models. The paper utilized four public databases where a similar 
amount of 986 mammograms each for three classes (normal, benign, malignant) are taken for evaluation. Herein, 
three deep CNN models such as VGG-11, Inception v3, and ResNet50 are employed as base classifiers. The research 
adopts an ensemble method where the proposed approach makes use of the modified Gompertz function for build-
ing a fuzzy ranking of the base classification models and their decision scores are integrated in an adaptive manner 
for constructing the final prediction of results. The classification results of the proposed fuzzy ensemble approach 
outperform transfer learning models and other ensemble approaches such as weighted average and Sugeno integral 
techniques. The proposed ResNet50 ensemble network using the modified Gompertz function-based fuzzy ranking 
approach provides a superior classification accuracy of 98.986%.
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Introduction
Being a cancer type provides a higher mortality rate 
among women, breast cancer is a highly incident can-
cer type next to lung cancer [1]. The incidence of this 
cancer type is more found in men rather than women. 

In the year 2020, over 2.3  million global women 
remained identified with this cancer type for diagnosis 
and approximately 6,85,000 have died [2]. Accordingly, 
somewhere in all parts of the globe, for every fourteen 
seconds, a woman is getting a diagnosis of this cancer 
type. This makes this cancer type as the most common 
type of disease among females in both developed as 
well as in developing countries. Additionally in the year 
of 2012, breast cancer was reported in around twelve 
percent of all newer cancer issues and twenty-five per-
centage of all cancer types among women [2]. As per 
the global reports, out of 184 nations, breast cancer is 
the most recurrently diagnosed illness among women 
in 140 nations [2]. Due to this, it is the most deadly 
cancer type among global women. Also, the above 
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fact is true not only for developed nations but also for 
developing nations.

Another dark side of this problem is that several 
women do not feel the symptoms of breast cancer at 
earlier stages [3]. Thus the key to the above problem is 
earlier identification with timely diagnosis of such can-
cer. Even though several breast imaging modalities are 
available, the most effective one for early detection is 
mammographic imaging. The mammographic proce-
dure can act as a screening tool for the early identifica-
tion of these cancer types [4]. The imaging procedure 
has a lower x-ray dose and provides better visualization 
of breast anatomy i.e., the procedure gives better imag-
ing visual of the microcalcification part of the breast. 
Based on this, radiologists utilize the obtained mam-
mogram images for precise screening of breast tumors.

Even though there are several advantages found in 
mammographic procedures and output, there might be 
a higher risk of getting false positives and false nega-
tives while screening mammogram images by radi-
ologists [4]. In order to overcome this and to assist 
clinicians, computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD) sys-
tems were introduced in 1990 for improving the accu-
racy of screening mammograms. However, due to the 
increased demand for early cancer detection, there is 
always a need for promising CAD tools for breast can-
cer problems. Thus, the researchers utilize machine 
learning and deep learning algorithms in an efficient 
way for solving the abovesaid problem. And by using 
the deep learning (DL) algorithms in biomedical image 
classification, there are several solutions obtained and 

thereby supporting the radiologists and consequently 
enhancing the accuracy of mammogram screening [4].

Table 1 summarizes some recent works of research used 
for breast cancer classification. As in Table, Mohammed 
et  al. [5] adopted Logistic, Naïve Bayes (NB), and Deci-
sion Tree (DT) algorithms with majority voting ensem-
ble approaches for breast cancer diagnosis. Here, their 
research attained a classification prediction of 98.1% 
accuracy with an error rate of 0.01%. Sannasi et  al. [6] 
developed a CAD model based on an extreme learn-
ing machine (ELM) optimized using an advanced crow 
search algorithm for early breast cancer diagnosis. 
Herein, the research attained a classification prediction 
of 98.2%, 97.1%, and 98.1% accuracies corresponding to 
three distinct mammogram databases (DDSM, INbreast, 
and MI-AS). Muhammad et  al. [7] evaluated distinct 
machine-learning models and ensemble approaches for 
lung cancer detection. The research paper evaluated the 
discriminative ability of distinct models such as NB, DT, 
Support Vector Machines (SVM), and neural network 
algorithms along with the majority voting and Random 
Forest (RF) techniques. Herein, the research attained a 
classification prediction of 90% accuracy using the Gra-
dient-Boosted ensemble Tree approach. Mughal [8] uti-
lized a back-propagation neural network model (BPNN) 
for breast tumour diagnosis. Herein, the research attained 
a classification prediction of 98% accuracy for MIAS and 
DDSM databases. Benzheng et  al. [9] developed a CAD 
approach using CNN models where 97.9% classification 
accuracy was attained for histopathological images. Nar-
esh and Mishra [10] utilized logistic and neural network 

Table 1 Some recent works for breast cancer classification

Works Methods Outcomes

Mohammed et al. [5] Logistic, Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT) with Majority 
voting ensemble approach

Classification prediction: 98.1% accuracy, error rate: 0.01%

Sannasi et al. [6] ELM Optimized with an advanced crow-search algorithm 
(Ensemble approach)

Classification prediction: 98.2%, 97.1%, and 98% accuracies 
for DDSM, INbreast, and MI-AS databases

Muhammad et al. [7] Various Machine Learning Models with Gradient Boosted 
Ensemble Approach

Classification prediction: 90% accuracy

Mughal [8] Back-propagation Neural Model Classification prediction: 98% accuracy for MIAS and DDSM 
databases

Benzheng et al. [9] CNN architectures with a two-class model Classification prediction: 97.9% accuracy for histopathological 
images

Naresh and Mishra [10] Logistic and Neural models with Ensemble approach Classification prediction: 98% accuracy

Mai Bui and Vinh [11] Hybrid Deep Learning using VGG16 and VGG19 models Classification prediction: 98.1% accuracy for histopathological 
images

Pratik et al. [12] Fuzzy concepts with information theory andCoalition game Classification prediction: 95% accuracy for 4-class problem

Khan et al. [13] CNN with transfer learning approaches Classification prediction: 97.6% accuracy

Debendra et al. [14] Deep learning with a 5-learnable layer model Classification prediction: 96.5% for mammograms and 100% 
for ultrasound images
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algorithms with an ensemble way of classifying breast 
tumours where they attained an accuracy of 98% results. 
Mai Bui and Vinh [11] employed a hybrid DL approach 
using VGG16 and VGG19 architectures with a generative 
adversarial network for histopathological breast images. 
Herein, the research attained a classification prediction of 
98.1% accuracy. Pratik et al. [12] developed a CAD model 
using fuzzy concepts with information theory and coali-
tion game. Herein, the research attained a classification 
prediction of 95% accuracy for a 4-class problem using 
breast histology images. Khan et al. [13] developed a novel 
CAD model using CNNs integrated with distinct transfer 
learning models where their proposed model attained an 
accuracy of 97.6% for breast cancer diagnosis. Debendra 
et al. [14] proposed a CAD approach for both ultrasound 
and mammogram image classification where they attained 
a maximum of 96.5% accuracy as a final outcome. Moreo-
ver, several research works [15–18] employed convolution 
neural network architectures for solving the breast cancer 
classification problem. The above discussion reveals that 
deep learning and ensemble approaches will be used to 
obtain robust classification frameworks. Also, the breast 
cancer classification can be further enhanced by leverag-
ing appropriate fuzzy-ensemble methods. In this manner, 
the proposed approach utilizes transfer learning-based 
deep learning models and fuzzy-ensemble approaches for 
breast tumor classification. The motivation behind this 
and the contributions of the proposed work will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

Motivation and contributions
Based on the existing works of literature, fewer schol-
ars employed fuzzy ensemble approaches together with 
CNN architectures. In general, an ensemble technique 
is actually a machine-learning approach that combines 
the predictions of multiple base models into a single final 
outcome. In specific, the predictions of distinct algo-
rithms are integrated for overall performance enhance-
ment. In specific, this approach is used for fusing the 
significant properties of its base algorithms, and thereby 
the overall performance will be enhanced. This results in 
constituting better results when compared with the out-
comes of individual contributing ones. This makes the 
aforementioned approach robust where the ensembling 
approach decreases the dispersion or spread of the single 
model’s predictions. The proposed ensemble approach 
could be employed as a plug-and-play one by redeeming 
the weights of the model and applying the same to the 
test inputs for obtaining final outcomes. This makes the 
clinicians to employ the proposed approach to be used 
directly for attaining promising predictions on newer 
inputs.

As a summary, the proposed work examined the fol-
lowing highlights:

1. The work intends to create a fuzzy ensemble 
approach that takes digital mammogram image 
inputs. The research adopted three pretrained trans-
fer learning (TL) CNN networks such as VGG-11, 
Inception v3, and ResNet-50 for the problem of 
breast cancer classification.

2. The work employed dense and softmax layers for 
extricating the feature vectors and for classifying 
the mammogram inputs with four TL models. An 
ensemble approach was adopted then for combining 
the decision scores obtained from the above-men-
tioned architectures.

3. The research utilized a modified Gompertz function 
for assigning fuzzy ranks to the individual classifiers 
based on their decision scores. Herein, fuzzy fusion 
overtakes the performance of conventional ensem-
ble techniques since the fuzzy ranking-based fusion 
involves adaptive priority weight assignment for the 
individual model’s prediction score results.

4. In this approach, the prediction score results rarely 
become lower as zero. Also, the Gompertz func-
tion gets saturated to an asymptote in an exponen-
tial manner. This is advantageous for ensembling the 
individual model’s decision score results since the 
attained score of a class from a classification model 
hardly turns out to be truly zero.

5. The research works for the three-class classification 
and obtained results are assessed using the standard 
benchmark measures where the proposed framework 
outperforms the performance of existing models.

The workflow of the abovementioned steps of the 
proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The appro-
priate choice of databases and classification models 
aimed to ensure comprehensive coverage and robust-
ness in the experimentation of our proposed work. At 
first, BCDR, MIAS, INbreast, and CBIS-DDSM data-
bases are chosen for evaluation. This is because of 
their wider availability and utilization in the research 
of breast cancer tumors. The above databases provide 
a diverse range of mammogram images that represent 
different aspects of breast cancer pathology and imag-
ing characteristics. Thus, the work aimed to enhance 
the generalizability of our findings by utilizing multi-
ple mammogram data. This ensures that our proposed 
methodology performs well across distinct popula-
tions and imaging setups. Afterward, as in Fig.  1, 
VGG-11, Inception v3, and ResNet50 architectures 
are chosen as base classifiers for our experiments. 
This is due to their well-established performance in 
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image classification tasks as mentioned in the previous 
background study and Table 1. That is, the aforemen-
tioned transfer learning (TL) models have been widely 
adopted in the literature and have demonstrated state-
of-the-art results across different image databases. 
Thus, by utilizing these pre-trained deep architectures, 
the work intended to harness their powerful feature 
extrication capabilities and at the same time, minimize 
the need for extensive training on the specific datasets.

In addition, an ensemble way of classification, combined 
with the modified Gompertz function for fuzzy ranking is 
proposed to enhance the robustness and accuracy of breast 
tumor classification outcomes. As from the background 
study and summary of Table 1, the ensemble methods have 
been shown to effectively combine the strengths of various 
base classifiers. And this leads to improved performance 
over individual models. Herein, the modified Gompertz 
function allowed us to adaptively integrate the decision 
scores of the base classifiers. In this way, the ensemble’s pre-
dictive capability is optimized. As a summary, the database 
and classifier selection in the work is driven by the motiva-
tion for achieving comprehensive coverage, robust perfor-
mance, and generalizability in the experimental setup. This 
will be discussed in detail in the next section.

Materials and methods
Mammogram datasets
The evaluation of the proposed research as shown in 
Fig. 1 is carried out using multimodal datasets for breast 

cancer classification. Herein, four distinct mammogram 
databases that are publicly accessible are employed: 
the Breast Cancer Digital Repository (BCDR) [19], the 
Mammography Image Analysis Society (MIAS) [20], 
INbreast [21], and the Curated Breast Imaging Sub-
set of Digital Database for Mammography Screening 
(CBIS-DDSM) [22] datasets. The research employed an 
equivalent amount of normal, benign, and malignant 
mammographic images from the aforementioned data-
sets. In this way, the research adopts 986 digital mam-
mograms for each class output and so the work focuses 
on the evaluation of balanced data. By using these three 
class inputs of each 986 mammograms, the three transfer 
learning models were trained for discriminating whether 
an individual had breast cancer or not. Figure 2 illustrates 
a sample of representative mammograms from four dis-
tinct aforementioned public datasets.

Preprocessing of mammograms
During the mammogram image acquisition, the impulse 
noise present in the BCDR, MIAS, INbreast, and CBIS-
DDSM datasets is removed using the adaptive median 
(AM) filter [23]. This type of filter removes the noise in 
an adaptive manner such that the filter does not distort 
the non-affected pixels. After noise removal, the darker 
regions on either part of the mammograms are manually 
cropped for the four datasets. Now, the significant part 
of mammogram preprocessing is the removal of pectoral 
muscles for mediolateral oblique view (MLO) images. In 

Fig. 1 Workflow of the proposed research for breast cancer classification
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all four mammogram datasets, the pectoral muscles are 
removed by using the following steps,

(i) The pectoral muscle (PM) which is basically a homog-
enous region consisting of brighter pixel areas, is 
identified.

(ii) This PM is usually present in either of the upper left 
or right-side corners of images. So left-side view 
mammograms are flipped to resemble right-side 
view images, thereby consistency in the mammo-
gram orientation for analysis is ensured.

(iii) Now the flipped images are divided uniformly into 
4 equivalent quadrants; notably, the PM is found at 
the leftmost-upper quadrant as shown in Fig. 2.

(iv) Subsequently, it is found that the gray-level inten-
sity in the leftmost upper quadrant (PM regions) is 
quite different from the intensity distribution over 
other quadrants.

(v) Finally, global thresholding [24] is applied over the 
mammograms for PM removal.

The above steps help to standardize the intensity levels 
across the mammogram images and thus more accurate fea-
ture extraction by the transfer learning models will be attained.

Deep transfer learning models
Transfer learning is a methodology that involves the 
reuse of already trained CNN architectures for solv-
ing newer but related problems [25]. This subsection 
covers the concept of three transfer learning models 
namely VGG-11, ResNet50, and Inception_v3 architec-
tures. These pre-trained architectures are trained pre-
viously on large-scale image datasets (ImageNet) and 
exhibit exceptional capabilities in capturing intricate 
features from applied inputs. By utilizing the concept 
of transfer learning, the already learned representa-
tions from these models could be applied effectively to 
the proposed problem of breast cancer identification, 
even with limited labeled data. From these models, 
the features are extracted from multiple layers which 

facilitates the models to capture both lower-level and 
higher-level image representations. The obtained fea-
tures encode essential characteristics of the mammo-
gram inputs, such as shape, texture, spatial, and other 
patterns. Thus, the extricated features will serve as 
informative representations of the mammogram data, 
facilitating subsequent classification using Fuzzy-rank-
ing-based classification.

VGG‑11 model
The Visual Geometry Group is the expansion of the 
VGG-11 model and it is popular among ML research-
ers for solving problems in several fields of artificial 
intelligence  [26]. The earlier derivative CNN models 
of AlexNet [27] intended to work on attaining reduced 
window size and stride in the first layer of convolu-
tion. But the VGG model focuses on another signifi-
cant improvement for CNN architecture: depth. The 
model’s convolution layers utilize a smaller receptive 
field, that is, the model employs the concept of mini-
mizing the convolution filter size to a 3× 3  kernel. By 
using this fixed kernel concept, there is a feasibility of 
adding several weight layers extending up to 19 layers. 
The employed VGG-11 model comprises eleven lay-
ers where eight are convolution layers and the rest are 
fully connected layers [26]. Here the window size of the 
pooling layer is 2× 2  with the size of the stride being 
considered as two. This is used for minimizing the con-
voluted feature input size whereas the translational 
invariance of the model is preserved. A softmax func-
tion is used as the final classification layer for the three-
class classification problem of breast cancer. Herein, 
the ReLU function is used as an activation function for 
all the hidden layers. The detailed architectural diagram 
of the model is illustrated in Fig. 3.

ResNet50 model
The detailed architectural diagram of the ResNet50 
model is depicted in Fig. 4. As in the figure, the model’s 

Fig. 2 A sample of representative mammograms from four public datasets: (a) BCDR (b) MIAS (c) CBIS-DDSM (d) INbreast
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architecture consists of four stages [28]; the max-pool-
ing and initial convolution of the model is carried out 
through the kernel size of  3× 3  and  7× 7 . Then, the 
model has stage 1 where three residual blocks with 
three layers each are present. Here, the kernel size 
employed for performing the process of convolution 
in all the layers of stage 1 is different [28]. The identity 
connection of the model is represented in the architec-
ture of Fig. 4 through curved arrows. Also, the convo-
lution process carried out in the residual block is done 
using the stride value of two, so that the mammogram 
input size would be decreased to half but the width of 
the channel gets increased by a factor of two. When 
the input progresses from the first stage to the next, 
thus the input size and the channel width will become 

reduced (0.5) and increased (twice). In final, the model 
consists of an average pooling layer and subsequently, a 
fully-connected layer with a softmax function is used.

Inception v3 model
The detailed architectural diagram of the Inception v3 
model [29] is depicted in Fig.  5. As in the figure, the 
model is one of the Inception family of convolution 
neural architecture that provides greater classification 
ability using the process of transfer of learned param-
eters. Additionally, the model is basically an extensive 
version of the GoogleNet CNN architecture that uti-
lizes batchnorm [30] extensively in the activation layer 
regions. Once the input images are applied to the net-
work, the images progress through distinct layers of 

Fig. 3 Architectural diagram of VGG-11 model

Fig. 4 Architectural diagram of ResNet50 model

Fig. 5 Architectural diagram of inception v3 model
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convolution where the deep features are extricated. In 
this model, the inception blocks are beneficial for com-
puting on distinct filters of feature extrication through 
concatenation of computation results into a feature 
map as given in Fig.  5. Moreover, the Inception v3 
model reduces the computational complexity through 
the reduction in the number of parameters.

In summary, VGG-11 provides abstract features 
learned by the model, such as edges, textures, and 
object parts. ResNet50 captures complex hierarchi-
cal features from the applied mammogram data and 
provides more discriminative representations when 
compared with shallower architecture models. The 
inception v3 model captures multi-scale features and 
spatial hierarchies within the applied mammogram 
data and thus provides robust feature representations 
for the next classification task.

Proposed framework – fuzzy rank ensemble 
technique
The ensemble approach considers the significant fea-
tures of all the base classification models and so provides 
a substantial improvement in the overall performance. 
The work considers the popular and traditional fuzzy 
ensemble functions such as Weighted Average (WA) 
and Sugeno Integral (SI) for comparing the performance 
of fuzzy ranking using the modified Gompertz function.

Weighted average
This approach of predicting the fuzzy WA was ini-
tially developed by Dong et al. [31]. And this approach 
seems to be a straight-forward and simple one since 
the approach averages the final predictions obtained 
through distinct weak learners. In addition, the 
approach makes use of weight assignments to every 
individual learner for obtaining the final predictions, 
that is, it will not consider the serial and parallel com-
putation. Consider the fuzzy number sets W1,W2 . . .Wn 
and A1,A2 . . .An which are defined on the corre-
sponding universe sets Z1,Z2 . . .Zn and X1,X2 . . .Xn . 
In this case, the fuzzy WA y  can be defined as 
when f  is denoted as a function that maps from 
Z1 × Z2 × . . .Zn × X1 × X2 × . . .Xn to the universe of Y  
is [31]

In the above equation, xi ∈ Xi and wi ∈ Zi for each 
i = 1,2, . . . n . Also, Wi

′ in the equation denotes the nor-
malized weight computation.

(1)y = f (x1, x2, . . . xn,w1,w2, . . .wn) =

(

w1x1 + w2x2 + · · · + wnxn

w1 + w2 + · · · + wn

)

= (w1′x1+w2′x2+· · ·+wn′xn)

Sugeno integral (SI)
The approach of using Sugeno fuzzy integral was devel-
oped by Takagi-Sugeno [32] that involves the fuzzy rule 
generation from a database having both input and output 
representations. Herein, the input parameters are hazy 
whereas the outputs are non-hazy. During the imple-
mentation of the approach, Takagi Sugeno adopted the 
weighted average calculation for determining the crisp 
results and so the approach is computationally effective 
[33] and might be easily employed together with any 
adaptive and optimization approaches.

Fuzzy rank ensemble with modified Gompertz function
As in literary works, the conventional ensemble approaches 
consider an equivalent priority for the decision scores 
obtained using distinct classifier types and these classifica-
tion models use the precomputed weights for the calcula-
tion. The primary problem with the above considerations 
used in the conventional approaches is the creation of static 
weights that are hard to alter in the final phases where the 
classification of test inputs is done. But, the prediction 
scores of every base classification model are considered for 
each test phase individually in the proposed fuzzy ranking-
based ensembling method. In this manner, the classification 
problem is implemented and attains improved classifica-
tion results using this ensemble approach. Additionally, the 
abovesaid approach is a dynamic one so that changing of 
any weights for distinct test samples is not required.

The proposed work utilized the concept of the 
Gompertz function that can be mathematically illus-
trated as: [34]

In Eq.  (2), the asymptote is notated as m, n  is used 
for setting the displacement over the horizontal axis 
whereas p is for vertical scaling and e denotes the Euler 
number. Figure  6a illustrates the graph of Gompertz 
function with changing values of variables m, n, and p . 
These parameters are automatically chosen with 
respect to the minimum mean square error loss func-
tion for the employed TL models. This dynamic param-
eter adaptation of the modified Gompertz function is 
attained using gradient descent search algorithm [35] 
as given in Fig.  6b. Thus, the Gompertz function is 

modified with dynamic parameter adaptation for the 
proposed approach. In the proposed research, the mod-
ified Gompertz function is employed for the three-class 

(2)f (t) = me−en−pt
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breast cancer problem. Let N  be the number of classifi-
cation models taken into account so that there will be a 
N  number of prediction score values obtained for every 
mammogram in the test phase of all databases. As illus-
trated in sub-section  3.3, the work utilizes three deep 
TL models so that the value of N = 3 . If L is considered 
to be the number of output classes of employed mam-
mogram databases, then

In the above equation, the parameter S denotes the pre-
diction scores of each output label for each taken input 
image during the generation of fuzzy rankings. The fuzzy 

(3)
∑L

l=1 S
(n)
l = 1; ∀n, n = 1,2, 3, . . . ,N

ranking of the nth classification model for the lth output 
class can be calculated as [36].

Here, the values of l and n range from 1,2, 3 . . .L and 
1,2, 3 . . .N  . The proposed work involves the three-class 
classification namely normal, benign, and malignant 
mammogram cases pertained to four different databases. 
Herein, the work considers the number of top classes as 
k = 2 . The below Eqs. (5) and (6) are framed for the cal-
culation of fuzzy ranking denoted as FRSl and CCFSl rep-
resenting the complementary confidence factoral sum for 
the considered output label l . In this case, let if the class l 

(4)R
(n)
l = (1− ǫ−ǫ

−2×S
(n)
l
); ∀n, l

Fig. 6 a Gompertz function for different parameter values. b Modified Gompertz function for the proposed work
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fails to be in any of the three classes, then a penalty value 
representing PR

l  and PCF
l  are imposed on to the respective 

label. Finally, the final prediction of the class label corre-
sponding to the taken mammogram X can be determined 
using the product of two terms: FRSl and CCFSl . And 
then calculating the minimum value among all the class 
labels as illustrated in Eq. (7).

Experimental results and evaluations
Experimental environment
The experimentations carried out in the proposed work 
are done using the Python framework with Google Colab 
as an IDE. The system used for the implementation has 
the configuration of 8 GB of RAM with an NVIDIA 
GPU running on the backend as the Keras framework. 
The work intends to categorize the mammogram inputs 
as either normal or benign or malignant cases and the 
research utilizes similar hyperparameters for the train-
ing of three employed TL models (VGG11, ResNet50, 
and Inception v3). After input preprocessing, the mam-
mograms are resized eventually to 224 × 224 and applied 
then to the transfer learning models for feature extrica-
tion. Herein, the architecture of the three pretrained TL 
models is frozen excluding the layers next to the convolu-
tion layers. For classification and further evaluation, the 
inputs are split into a training set with 70% of data inputs 
and a testing set with 30% of mammogram inputs.

After the extrication of feature vectors from the TL 
models, the weights of the convolution process are kept 
constant and further CNN layers such as pooling, fully 
connected, and dense layers are included based on the 
respective deep architecture. Moreover, the softmax 
activation function has been incorporated at the last of 
all three employed TL models. This layer’s output results 
in a probability distribution on the predicted class labels 
and this could be defined as the confident score obtained 
from the classification models. The work utilized a learn-
ing rate of 0.001 and epochs of 50 for avoiding the over-
fitting problem in TL models during the training and 
testing stages of mammogram classification. The opti-
mizer employed was ADAM [37] for gradient descent 
with the abovesaid learning rates and 0.9 as β value. Dur-
ing the implementation of the proposed framework, the 

(5)FRSl =
∑N

i=1

{

R
(i)
l , ifR

(i)
l ∈ K (i)

P
(R)
l ,Otherwise

(6)CCFSl =
1

N

∑N
i=1

{

CF
(i)
l , ifR

(i)
l ∈ K (i)

P
(CF)
l ,Otherwise

(7)class(X) = min{FRSl × CCFSl}∀l = 1,2, and 3.

process of training is experimented with using distinct 
learning rates, epochs, and batch sizes, and these experi-
mented values are taken for the TL models. After fea-
ture extrication, the work utilized 2 dense layers having 
4096 neurons each at the end having a ReLU function. 
Finally, the last layer is included with 3 softmax output 
nodes since the work involves three class classifications 
as depicted in Fig. 1.

Results and experimentations
The fuzzy ensemble-based ranking CAD model using the 
modified Gompertz function assigns the weights adap-
tively on the decision score of the classification mod-
els for providing the final output. The work utilizes the 
standard performance evaluation measures such as Pre-
cision, Recall, and F1 score for the employed three-class 
classification problem. The above three metrics are calcu-
lated for each class: normal, benign, and malignant cases, 
and then the overall accuracy is calculated for the prob-
lem. Afterward, the above-obtained results are then vali-
dated through Cohen’s kappa validation (κ) metric [38]. 
The summary of performance measures is given below.

• The Precision metric provides a measurement of the 
proportion of correctly predicted positive severity 
out of all mammogram severities predicted as posi-
tive [38]. It is calculated as the ratio of true positives 
(TP) to the sum of true positives and false positives 
(TP + FP).

• Recall, also known as Sensitivity, provides a measure-
ment of the proportion of correctly predicted posi-
tive severities out of all actual positive mammogram 
severities [39]. It is calculated as the ratio of true pos-
itives (TP) to the sum of true positives and false nega-
tives (TP + FN ).

• The next one, F1 score is a metric that provides the 
measurement of harmonic mean of recall and preci-
sion. This ensures a balance between the precision 
and recall metrics [40]. It is calculated as two times 
the product of precision and recall divided by their 
sum.

• As a final point, overall accuracy provides the meas-
urement of the proportion of correctly classified 
cases out of all mammogram cases taken as inputs. 
This metric provides a general assessment of the 
classification model’s performance across all mam-
mogram classes [41]. The metric is calculated math-
ematically by summing the number of correctly 
classified cases (TP + TN ) across all mammogram 
severity inputs and dividing by the total number of 
instances (TP + FN + TN + FP).

• Finally, Cohen’s kappa statistic metric is utilized to 
measure the agreement between the predicted clas-
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sifications and the true classifications This validation 
metric provides a measure of inter-rater agreement 
that considers the possibility of agreement occurring 
by random chance [39]. Herein, a higher kappa value 
indicates better agreement between the predicted 
and true classifications.

The aforementioned performance measures (Precision, 
Recall, F1 Score) are calculated individually for each class 
(normal, benign, and malignant) for the robust evalu-
ation of assessing the performance of the classifiers in 
distinguishing between different mammogram severities. 
By employing the above evaluation metrics namely preci-
sion, recall, F1 score, overall accuracy, and Cohen’s kappa, 
the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy ranking ensemble 
approach is effectively assessed in accurately classifying 
mammogram inputs into normal, benign, and malignant 
severities. Thus, the above-discussed performance meas-
ures provide insights into the classification model’s per-
formance across different targets and its agreement with 
the ground truth labels. In this manner, the paper ensures 
a robust evaluation of the proposed approach.

Specifically, by evaluating precision, recall, and F1 
score for each class, we can assess the classifier’s ability 

to correctly classify instances from each class while con-
sidering both false positives and false negatives. And 
all the above metrics are constituted from the elements 
of the error matrix or confusion matrix. In this way, the 
experimentation of the research yields the confusion 
matrices for the three TL models and they are illustrated 
in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. In these figures, the confusion matrix 
of the standalone TL model along with their ensemble 
approaches such as weighted average, Sugeno integral, 
and the proposed Fuzzy ranking-based ensemble method 
using modified Gompertz function are depicted.

Based on the obtained confusion matrix, the results of 
the VGG11, Inception v3, and ResNet50 transfer learn-
ing models are tabulated in Table 2. The results summa-
rized in this table reveal that the proposed Fuzzy ranking 
ensemble using the modified Gompertz function outper-
forms other fuzzy approaches for all the three employed 
transfer learning architectures: VGG11, Inception v3, 
and ResNet50. Next to the proposed approach, the Sug-
eno integral function of the fuzzy approach performed 
well for all the deep learning models. The above results 
are comparatively presented as a graph in Fig. 10 where 
the overall accuracy and validated kappa (κ) are taken 
into account. The values of κ are generally calculated in 

Fig. 7 Confusion matrix obtained for VGG11 model and its ensemble approaches (N – Normal, B – Benign, M – Malignant)

Fig. 8 Confusion matrix obtained for Inception v3 model and its ensemble approaches (N – Normal, B – Benign, M – Malignant)
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the range of -1 to 0 to + 1 where the values obtained from 
− 1 to 0 represent that there is a highly disagreement 
among the classes for the classification models in predict-
ing breast cancer severities. And κ values closer towards 
+ 1 represent that there is a good agreement among the 
classes that exist in discriminating the severities of out-
put classes. However for better comparison analysis, in 
Fig. 10, the obtained κ values are scaled to the range of 0 
to 100% as similar to the overall accuracy metric.

Discussion on the findings
As shown in Figs.  7, 8 and 9 and in Table  2, the stan-
dalone VGG11, Inception v3, and ResNet50 models per-
formed well in the breast cancer classification problem 
since the overall accuracy of the models attained in the 
range from 95.833 to 96.622%. The classification results 
are further enhanced using the Ensemble approach using 
Weighted Average, Sugeno Integral, and Fuzzy ranking 
based on modified Gompertz functions. As compared 
with the performance of standalone transfer learning 
models, the classification performance of the ensemble 
method using the weighted average approach is not sub-
stantially improved. The attained range of overall classifi-
cation accuracy is 96.059 to 96.847% and this is because 
this approach of using weighted average is a static meth-
odology where the weights of the classification models 
are not dynamically altered during the final prediction. 
After replacing the Sugeno integral function in place of 
the Weighted Average, there is a notable improvement 
in the attained results, that is, the attained range of over-
all classification accuracy is 96.396 to 97.297% whereas 
the values of Precision metric is also increased for each 
output class and is range from 95.667 to 97.952%, val-
ues of Recall ranges from 95.608 to 98.311% for all out-
put classes, and values of F1 score ranges from 96.479 to 
97.766% for all output classes.

However, the results need to be improved further for 
attaining the design of a promising CAD framework. 

To address this and to improve the results of breast 
cancer classification, the work proposed the Fuzzy 
ranking ensemble of TL models using a modified 
Gompertz function. As discussed in subsection  4.3, 
the proposed method provides a superior classifica-
tion performance of 97.072% of overall classification 
accuracy for VGG11, 98.086% for Inception v3, and 
98.986% for the ResNet50 model. This in turn, the 
precision, recall, and F1 scores are attained best for 
all classes as 99.321%, 99.324%, and 99.298%. Herein, 
it is noted that the above superior metric results are 
attained for the ResNet50 model. Also noted that the 
Inception model always looks for reduced computa-
tion whereas the ResNet model works on enhancing 
the classification performance with improved depth 
of the architecture. The above discussions are vali-
dated using the static validation kappa (κ) values and 
the attained values are compared against the overall 
classification accuracy for each employed model and 
plotted in Fig.  10. As shown in Figure, the superior 
results attained for the proposed work are validated 
and so a maximum κ value of 95.6 for VGG11, 97.1 for 
Inception v3, and 98.5 for ResNet50 are attained when 
fused with Fuzzy Ranking using modified Gompertz 
function.

For further validation, a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) is conducted to compare the overall accu-
racy metric of the employed transfer learning mod-
els. This allows us to verify the substantial differences 
among the classification models. Since the overall 
accuracy performance metric is commonly calculated 
for all three classes, ANOVA is performed against the 
overall accuracy values. The statistical analysis con-
ducted on the overall accuracy of the classification 
models is summarized in Table  3. Here, SS, and DF 
represent the Sum of Squares and Degrees of Freedom. 
As from this table, the p-value is greater than 0.05, 
so it failed to reject the null hypothesis. Thus, there 

Fig. 9 Confusion matrix obtained for ResNet50 model and its ensemble approaches (N – Normal, B – Benign, M – Malignant)
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is no significant difference in overall accuracy scores 
among the employed classifiers for breast tumor classi-
fication. Since the proposed model’s overall accuracy is 
not significantly different from those of other models 
(VGG11, Inception v3, ResNet50), the ANOVA scores 
as given in Table 3 illustrate that the proposed model 
performs comparably well. Table 4 gives a summary of 
a comparison of the proposed research with the exist-
ing literature study.

Limitations of the proposed model
In general research problems such as critical breast can-
cer classification problems, all the researchers are work-
ing on providing robust and promising results. However, 
the classification framework will be struck at any of 
the steps such as dataset selection, preprocessing, data 
cleaning, experimentation, and classification. Our pro-
posed CAD framework model equipped with ResNet50 
with Fuzzy Ranking using modified Gompertz function 

Table 2 Performance summary of the deep TL models using different ensemble methods applied on the testing set of mammogram 
inputs (N – Normal, B – Benign, M – Malignant)

TL Models Output 
Classes

Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 Score (%) Overall 
Accuracy 
(%)

VGG11 N 95.013 96.284 96.149 95.833

B 96.246 95.27 96.088

M 96.271 95.946 96.113

VGG11 with Weighted Average N 95.333 96.622 96.225 96.059

B 96.246 95.27 96.151

M 96.611 96.284 96.202

VGG11 with Sugeno Integral N 95.667 96.959 96.479 96.396

B 96.918 95.608 96.487

M 96.622 96.622 97.395

VGG11 with Fuzzy Ranking using modified Gompertz Function N 96.346 97.973 97.474 97.072

B 97.938 96.284 97.321

M 96.959 96.959 97.386

Inception v3 N 95.973 96.622 96.224 96.284

B 96.599 95.946 96.157

M 96.284 96.284 96.183

Inception v3 with Weighted Average N 96.309 96.959 97.316 96.622

B 96.622 96.622 97.259

M 96.939 96.284 97.212

Inception v3 with Sugeno Integral N 96.333 97.635 97.498 97.072

B 97.288 96.959 97.351

M 97.611 96.622 97.333

Inception v3 with Fuzzy Ranking using modified Gompertz Function N 97.659 98.649 98.489 98.086

B 98.305 97.973 98.392

M 98.299 97.635 98.244

ResNet50 N 96.321 97.297 97.516 96.622

B 96.928 95.946 96.773

M 96.622 96.922 97.491

ResNet50 with Weighted Average N 96.333 97.635 97.689 96.847

B 96.939 96.284 97.258

M 97.279 96.622 97.614

ResNet50 with Sugeno Integral N 96.678 98.311 97.766 97.297

B 97.279 96.622 97.369

M 97.952 96.959 97.727

ResNet50 with Fuzzy Ranking using modified Gompertz Function N 98.986 98.986 98.916 98.986

B 99.321 98.649 99.152

M 98.658 99.324 99.298
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provides well discriminative power in classifying benign 
mammogram inputs but comparatively obtained mere 
lower performance (Table  2) on discriminating other 
classes (normal and malignant). This will be taken care in 
our future extension of this work.

Conclusion and future work
Being a mortal disease among global women, breast 
cancer’s incidence rate is progressing gradually 
year-by-year. For addressing this societal healthcare 

problem, the need for the design of a robust classifi-
cation framework is always appreciated among the 
research community. For such type of mortal cancer, 
the mammogram images play a vital role in the screen-
ing process of the disease and so the work employs the 
multimodal mammograms from four distinct data-
bases. Accordingly, 986 mammogram images for each 
output class of normal, benign, and malignant cases 
have been taken into consideration. These mammo-
gram images are preprocessed for its pectoral mus-
cle and noise removal using global thresholding and 

Fig. 10 Comparative performance of transfer learning models with the proposed approach of different fuzzy ensemble techniques

Table 3 Statistical scores of ANOVA conducted on overall accuracy obtained for the employed classification models

Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F critical

Between Classification models 2.454219 2 1.227109 1.797117 0.220454 4.256495

Within Classification models 6.145388 9 0.682821 - - -

Total 8.599607 11 - - - -

Table 4 Performance comparison of the proposed framework with the existing literature

Research Works Methodology Overall 
Accuracy 
(%)

Wei et al. [9] Bi-Convolutional Neural Network 97.97

Faisal et al. [7] Gradient boosting with majority voting 90

Khuriwal et al. [10] Adaptive voting based Ensemble model 98

Rajaraman et al. [38] Stack based Ensemble approach 98.07

Naji et al. [5] Majority voting based Ensemble with machine learning algorithms 98.1

Bhowal et al. [12] Choquet fuzzy integral based Ensemble using deep learning 95

Proposed Work ResNet50 with Fuzzy Ranking Ensemble using modified Gompertz function 98.986
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adaptive median filter. Transfer learning models are 
becoming so popular for their efficient and easier 
implementation. The work utilized the higher repre-
sentation capability of three transfer learning mod-
els such as VGG11, Inception v3, and ResNet50 for a 
three-class classification problem. The obtained clas-
sification results are found to be good but the results 
are further improved using a fuzzy-ranking-based 
ensemble approach using the modified Gompertz 
function. And found that the ResNet50 together with 
the above ensemble approach provided a superior clas-
sification performance of 98.986% of overall accuracy 
with the validated kappa of 98.5. For comparison, the 
weighted average and sugeno integral functions were 
employed with the transfer learning models and the 
results revealed that the proposed work outperformed 
all other ensemble approaches for the breast cancer 
classification problem. The future work extension 
and recommendations are as follows: the segmenta-
tion problem will be taken into consideration using the 
proposed framework and utilizing clinical mammo-
gram images for testing and evaluation of the proposed 
work. In addition, the proposed model will be evalu-
ated on different breast imaging modalities such as 
breast histopathology, breast ultrasound images, and 
breast thermographic images.
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